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EX PAkTE SUIT WILL BE
I
FILED BY CITY AUTHORITIES

"
FOR.1
11"Ilie Famous"
Changed Name
Al: ow, 14 flifis
to the "R. L. C.'s"

•

-
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ESTIMABLE LADY.
Mrs. Addle Cobb Was Buried Yesterday at Kuttawa.

RESERVOIRS'
EXPLOSION

The football team orsanized re- •
Yesterday at Kuttawa Mrs. Addie
cently and blown as "The Famous"
l Cobb was buried at the cemetery,
filic been changed to the "R. L. C's"
indicative of the Roy L. Cully's. Mr. QUICK ACTION WILL BE oorr EN ON THE QUESTION OF many friends attending her funeral.
The deceased was born in Lyon
WHETHER THE CITY OR PR OPERTY OWNERS HAVE TO
CHIEF COLLINS OKTO WORD Jimmie Davis was manager of the
forty one years ago and was MISSES JESSIE PARKINS MID
county
DOME:41C°
, club until it reorganized, and now
'TO WATCH FOR
BEAR EXPENSE OF PUTTIN G DOWN THE STORM WATER
ETHEL SIGHTS CUT ST
CFUILLE, ITALIAN.
%re ohe nrooke takes charge. A
SEWERS ON KENTUCKY A ND JEFFERSON AND CROSS the wife of Mr. Henry C. Cobbs. th,.
well 1-o •
scrics of games are being arrauged
COMidISSI OSERS WANT MORE MONEY
be ring•
ss.
for the fall months and the club ez
WITH WHICH TO IMP,ROVE LANG PARE.
;
Miss Holloway, and she was an aunt
some
good
sport.
pects to see
of Mesdames Paul E. Stutz and Geo
C. Warfield, of this city, the latter sf
KILLED
AT
BOY
STATION. From the expressions heard it is and do not have to wait their turn whom went up yesterday to attend
CRIDER
more than probable that this after- on) crowded docket like other litiga- the funeral.
Byrd Deboe, the fourteen-year-old neon the finance committee of the tid'n. Judge Reed can decide it within
a few days after it is filed and t
WARRANTED ON CHARGE OF son of Will Deboe. of Crider, Ky., n.enicipal legislative boards
MOVE SOUTH.
will or- can
PROF. PAYNE TO GO TO GRAthen be sent to the appellate court
HAVING TROUBLE WITH
was instantly killed Wednesday morn oer
the
ex
parte
suo
filed
in
cirthe
HAMVILLE IN PLACHS,Of
for consideration.
CONDUCTOR.
ing by, the northbound I. C. local
Mrs. C. S. Felch and Children Go to
cuit court so there can be deternoned
PROF. CHERRY.
The full legislative boards have refreight.'
Join
Felch
Jacksonville.
Mr.
in
He. with some other boys, were whether the parties owning property feired to the finance committee the
abutting Kentucky avenue from .;ec- :natter of filing the stilt. and
ChairMrs. C. S Felch and daughters,
Jack Tid worth of Melber Section playing around the depot, so we are ond to Ninth, Jefferson from
Second man W. T. Miller of this commure Catherine and Helen, will leave next Delightful Literary and Musical ProBejumping
on
informell,
and
off
and
Mare
in
Bay
Reports Loss of
the train lost his footing and fell be- to Ninth, and Sixth. Seventh and s.111 call that body together this al week for Jacksonville, Fla., to join
gram by Mrs. Dorian's Pupila
longing to Him.
neath the wheels and his body was rinth between the :l N enue and jeffer ternoon at 2 ckiock at the City Hall Mr. Fetch and take up their home.
—School Matters.
cut in two, killing him instantly - scn street can be compelled to pay i. the purpose of determining wheth Mr. Felch was manager of the branch
for laying the storm water sewer, er or not the step shall he taken.
Critterden Press.
house maintained in this city by the
Chief James Collins of the police
r.a.niag in front of and beside their . The committee this
Packing company, but one
Hammond
afternoon
durmessage
received
a
Miss Jessie Parkins and Miss Ethel
force yesterday
lots. In fact it is a certainty, al ing their meeting will
BRYAN
ENDORSES
receive the month since was transferred to Jack- Sights of the High School department
from Allegheny, Penn, asking that a
enough
of
the
committee
expoisshas
REPUBLICAN
A
pablic park coirimrssioners to dis es:-. sonville and put in charge of the were slightly cut upon the face and
lookout be kept for Domenico Chuille,
, cal itself An plain terms to indicate finances the latter need
to pay for the branch there. He has been gone sev- hands yesterday by flying glass by
an Italian who is wanted at that city
their intention of letting the suit be concrete curbing and
Kinkade
Supports
Judge
of
Ice
Trust
mother
Basile,
nato is: eral weeks, and is now followed by explosion of the apparatus used in
coping
for killing Luigi
instituted and quick
Fame in Ohio Speech.
settlement placed around Lang Park and Foun- his family.
tive of sunny Italy. The killing octhe scientific department of
the
brought to the matter, and at small tain avenue and Monroe itreet. The
curred in Allegheny October aoth, and
Vt ashington building. The torts just
cost
a6.—William
in
this
manner.
O.,
Oct.
The
property
cernmi, niers opened bids for the ARGUE ON MORALS AND CASH broke the sk:n and arc not serious.
the authorities there think the slayer
beaded through this section of the Jennings Bryan began his c.mpaign owners contend that when they -paid •proposed park work seevral days ago,
A demonstration was being given
. H of speech making in Ohio here to- .fo- the sanitary sewers fronting and .ard find it will cost something Bic: Y. M. C. A. Debaters Say Millionaires the pupils in hydrogen-gas, and for
Country.
day In his speech Mr. Bryan strong- turning beside their property the $1.7e0 to do the work. The commis
Can Not Be Honest.
is described as about a years of age,117
this the pruieasor has two large
indorsed Judge H. R. 'Kinkade, a ..ctst of this reached the limit that sioners have
weighs tos pounds, parts his hair in
only $t.soo at their disreservoirs. The little jet is sot to
republican,
who
is independent can- toy property can be *taxed for genCleveland, 0., Oct. 26.—It was dehat thrown
the riddle. and wears
posal for this year, and they want the
I
be turned on and lit until an th•
for
didate
the
common
at
bench
pleas
sewerage,
e•al
and
at
A.
a
cided
at
M.
debate
the
C.
Y.
that now the inn- finance committee to recommend to
to tine side, and towards rear of his
, .. ,
oxygen escapes from the reservoirs
The Paducah chief got the toledo. Kinkade is the judge who mapalsty has to pay out of the public the full legislative boards that anoth ton:ght that a millionare can not be but yesterday the match was applied
bead
heard
cases
the
members
against
the
honest.
took
men
part
Four
treasury
in.,the
for this storm sewer work. er gas° be allowed the park board so
message from Chief John Glenn of
a little too soon, not however, until
the Allegheny force. and the local of the so-called ice trust and sen- iThe property owners intend fighting the improvement can be made as de- debate, and, fearing to trust the de- all thought the
oxygen had soused
tenced
them
to
the
workhouse.
regulation
judges,
to
cision
three
the
I payment of the expense of laying sired at the Lang Paric. For purpos:
authorities have investigated in the
these storm sewers, and rather than ( I talking this over the commission- numbez, they asked for the appoint- out. Application of the match to the
Paducah quarters utilized by the
jet caused the oxygen to explode and
Greeks and Italians but find the ac- STEAL LIONS TO START SHOW get into long drawn out litiotion the er have been invited to meet with ment of seventeen men to decide the
These blew up the reservoir, which seat the
city will have the ex parte action fil- the finance committee. The park peo- merits of the arguments.
cused is not here.
glass scattering around, but the gooOmaha Thieves Make off With Three ed. It will coat only about
;5ia to ple are holding up the question of judges decided by a vote of TO to 7
Cages, but Are Caught.
settle the point in this manner, and awarding the contract for the need that the victory should go to the sequences were nothing serious, as
Fought on Car.
•
contended that a this occurs often. This is the first
Al Winfrey was warranted yestera quick adjustment can be gotten, as ,ed work until they find out whether side that had
time, though any of the pupils hove
millionaire can not be honest.
Omaha. Neb. Oct. aó—With a ex-parte actions can be
day on the charge of getting into a
taken up im- ot not they can get the remaining
been cut by the fragments.
fend
idea
of
becoming
proprietors mediately by the judges and decided,
racket the night before with Con$250 necessary.
ductor Harry Day of the Third street of a small sied circus C. J La Rose
STANDARD OIL IN A PANIC
President Won't Coma.
`war car, as result of car fare. Win- and Edward Warren, of this city,
Today the county school teachers
broke into a car of wild animals
frey has not yet been arrested.
Threatened Action by Moody Stir.
hold their monthly literary meeting
standing on the sidetrack here late
Giant Corporation.
at the GrahamvIle school of the rural
last night and made off with three
Lady's Watch Lest.
Miss Gertrude Haag, the steno- cages of lions, tigers and leopards.
New York, Oct. 36.—Rumors were districts and the main speaker of the
grapher at the water company's office.
circulated in Wall street today to the day was to have been Prendent
has reported the loss of her fine gold COPYRIGHT ON
effect that Attorney General Moody Cherry of the West Kentucky Normal
watch, which is a lady's, closed face
WORD KENTUCKY
was about to bring action against the school of Bowling Green, Ky, Yesticker, with the picture of a lady and
Standard Oil Company looking to- terday, however, he wired that he
child inside So it was attached a State's Plans to Protect Products
ward the disccolution of the parent could not possibly attend on account
M. G. COLLEY CLAIMS HER
leather fob with gold buckle.
Made in This State.
MISS HATTIE TERRELL EN- company in New Jersey.
(f pressing business demanding his
HUSBAND L. L. COLLEY,
TERTAINED SANS SOUCI
It oil- s•ated in this connection attention in other.parts of got state.
ABANDONED HER.
Cow Taken Up.
Washington. D. C, Oct 26--R M.
that the Standard Oil officials were He requested Professor Payne of die
CLUB YESTERDAY
Lyeurgus Rice, yesterday took up a Allen of Lexington, one of the prinworking night and day on a plan that city High School to go down in his
dart, milch Jersey cow, that was cipal organizers of the people's lobwould prevent the business from be- stead,' and the latter will leave this
rambling around upon the streets in by. says the food and drug act will Trustee Cecil Reed Has Received
coming
demoralibed if Secretary morning for the.iothering *hick be
Members
of
Matinee
Musicale Will
the Neighborhood of Seventeenth and copyright the word "Kentucky" exThree Bids for John Ballinger
Moodyle snit proved successful.
,in address upon general educational
All
Assemble
Next
Week
to
Washington The bovine was placed elusively for products made in that
Stock—Horse Sold.
rumored
was
that
It
in
addition
to
lir.es
Complete Roll
in the city pound and will be sold if state.
the London company another conthe owner is not found.
'The law, as it applies to whiskies,
cern had recently been organized in
Fine Affair.
said Mr. Allen. "Will require straight
California as part oi the general plan
M. G. Colley yesterday filed suit in
entertaining affairs
One
most
of
the
Miss Hattie Terrell was hostess of defense
Bay Mere Gone.
whiskies to shor their true age. the circuit court for divorce against
ar ong the educational institutions of
for the Sans Souci club meeting yesJack Tidsworth, of the Melber sec- Mixtures of straight whisky and neuL L Colley. They married May 9th,
the city .was the literary and usewical
tion, telephoned the police depart- tral spirits will be allowed on sale as
terday afternooriAt her home on Ken FEAR
LOSS IN LAKi STORM entertainment given yesterday aftertegia and she claims he abandoned
ment last evening to keep a lookout 'blended
avenue.
tacky
Many
of the yotmg
spirits.'
her October 9th, tgos and has since
noon by he pupils of Mrs. Jolts J
for a bay mare that had been either
"If color or flavor is added in imi- refused to live with her. For this she women were present and a happy oc- Gale Sweeping Waters and Shipping Dorian's private school on South
stolen or strayed away from home
casion
enjoyed. `During the card
tation of the color and flavor of some desires nullification of
vs in banger.
Ranh street. The program glittertheir matri- game Mrs. John W. Scott
captured
oth,er article it will be necessary to monial ties
with interesting featiliss. The
ed
Stray Rig Picked Up.
the club prize of a handsome stein, Detroit, Mich... Oct. 4—Gales U.
label the mixture 'imitation whisky,'
si
holars
make these entertainmeate a
City Assessor Stewart Dick found 3 or 'imitation brandy.'
while the pretty picture went to Mrs. reported on all the great lakes today
art
of
their
Motion to Sell.
studies, and being gives
"tray rig Om the streets last night, "Our Kentucky fruit and vegetable
Henry Rudy as the visitor's gift.
and vesselnien fear that loss of life
Trustee Cecil Reed of the John
the horse roaming around, pulling the manufacturers should prepare to give
A dainty luncheon was partaken of and ships may be reported as a re- full charge of the special arraegeno•nts they take deep interest it the
buggy behind him.
The assessor rp the use of preservatives in all Ballinger bankrupt proceeding, will during the afternoon.
sult. Vessels are taking shelter in gatherings.
today make a motion before Referee
bad the outfit sent to Liveryman of their products. Mr. Hitt,
available places on all the lakes. Lake
food Bagby, asking for authority to sell at
Charles Clark's stable on South Third commissioner of Idaho, recently
Mittinee Musicale Club.
wrote private sale the general stock of
Erie is being swept by a forty-mile
Principal's Meeting.
street where the owner can recover to all of the state authorities
All melnbers of the Matinee Mu- gale and the steamer Western States
for ad- Ballinger at
Gilbertayille.
meeting of the city
weekly
The
The
the outfit
sicale club are urged to be present from Buffalo. arrived here two hours
vice, and the almost unanimous opinion was for the total prohibition of trustee has already received 4hree next wednesday during the meeting late today as a result and reported a school principals was held yesterday
following school hours with
Another Watch Gone.
antiseptics in all foods, and all the bids for the stock.
at the Eaglz..s' Hi-me on Sixtl, and hard hsttle with the storm. On Lake a;ternoon
Superintendent
.Lieb at the Letter's
Charles Miller informed the police states have already the law to back
Broadway. The secretary desires at Huron the wi"d is blowing twenty
(Bice in the Washington building.
last night that his double case gold these opinions.
%SKr Sold.
to
thirty
that
miles
an
get
time
a
to
hour
complete
and
roll
the
City
of the
Yesterday the buggy of Luther
watch was gone. He gave the authorof Machinnw, down-bound, is reported
"It also looks as if the national law
Robertson of the county, was sold members, therefore the presence of all
hies the name of a party suspected will back the states. The
New Room
to be nine hours late as a result. At
antiseptic
desrired.
Superintendent
of taking the ticker, And the officers used by Kentucky
order of Justice Charles Emery
Lieb has made all
by
Portage lake a twenty-mile wind is
firms is benzoic
are now investigating the matter
his arrangements to reduce the numacid or benzoate of soda. It is used of the magisterial court, to satisfy a
blowing,
indicating
that
SuperLake
Corning Nuptials.
debt Spidel and Thompson of the
ber of pupils in the over-crowded
in catsup, sweet pickles and cider.
Invitations have been received here ior is rough.
Robertson.
J.
against
P.
rooms in the different buildings, and
had
county,
"The Kentucky law already requires
SHAVED WHILE HE
announcing that November 7th, Miss
will put his plans in to execution as
Snow brought the buggy for $37.50.
PLAYED THE PIANO such foods, containing this antisepGrace Craven of Saltillo, Tenn. and
GRATIFYING TO JEWS.
soon as the new room at the Washtic, to be so labeled. The operation
Mr. J. H. Faust of this city will be
ington building, and that at the McFor Forty-Eight Hours I British Vir- of the law undoubtedly will prohibit
married at the Presbyterian church of Jacob Schiff Sees Things Coining Kinley building, are
MUST LIST CAPITAL
finished. Those
the mixture with a food or drink of
tuoso Thumped the Key,. '
Their Way in Two ApThe young lady is 'a daughtrooms now having more than die
any substance which in itself is unfit
,
pointments.
er
President
of
Craven of We Saltillo
Supreme Court of Illinois Decides
regular number of scholars will be
z
London, Eng., Oct a6.—Forty- for food or beverage."
.
—
bank, what Mr. Faust is a young
Against the Masson Road.
from in forming other tholes
(hewn
-'eight hours of continuous piano playNew Yo-k. Oct. 26.—"President
lumber man of this city.
additional rooms. Superinthe
fo:
_ • fug is the record established by Na- DISCOURAGES MARRIAGES
Roosevelt', proposed appointment of
Springfietld, Ill., Oct. 26.—The sutendent of buildings Fred Royer:
poleon Bird of Stockport At a local
OF DIVORCED PEOPLE
Straus
Mr.
to
a
place
in
his
cabinet
Receives TWO Afternoon.
preme court, in the case of the peoado is preparing the new rooms,
ball he sat at the piano from W
Mrs. Charles E. Jennings, of Ar- is most efvoifying." says Jacob H. thinks it will be the
relation of Attorney Generthe
of
ple
first of seat
o'clock on a Tuesday evening to to American Methoclist Episcopal ConSchiff.
the
financier.
"It
is
a4aingular
Chicago, Indian- cadia, Will receive this afternOw
month
before
they
are
ready
for use.
fereece Warne Preachers Against al Stead against the
nt. the following Thursday, fin---,•1•'n
and
a
soincidence that -the
apolis & Louisville Railroad c.anspany complimeniary to her niece, Miss annt•••
Preforming the Ceremony.
gering the keys sand producing _mel-i••••
erimes
almost
aim
_
issued a writ of mandamus compell- Mary Bondurant
ody without Intermission.
taneir-'•
the appointment of A VERY NARROW
its
list
company
to
railroad
the
ing
New York, Oct. a6.—At the meetDuring the forty-eight hours Mr.
Gen.
ESCAPED FROM DEATH
who
championed Dreyfus, to •l-f 1 If.r tfol h) of war in the
Ilird played zsop different pieces, ac- ing last night of the Union American capital stock for the purposes of taw
Episcopal
cteepanied three concerts and played Methodist
Conference, ation in Illinois. The delense of the DECEASE IN GINNED COTTON new F-e-e'• cabinet.
M. Sterling Family's Auto Becomes
which is in session here, the com- railroad company was that it was/a
or two balls.
'I • ' •
tl- at. Mr. Straus' appointUnnsaoodenbin, and Mainbara
Mr. Bird, who is gt yeatit old, was mittee on Divorce brought in a re- foreign corporation and had to pay This Year's Record Is 4,910.2e0 ment • •• •-••i'y a well-deserved eonsAn lankel
phi
Against 449%366 Last Year.
• ••• • - 7:11 and his qualifiescheered in his task by the presence port forbidding any pastor in the con- taxes on its capital stock in the state
tin•-- ' •• came time a desire
of his wife, who sat by his side the nection marrying divorced persons. in which it was incorporated.
Sharpsburg, Ky., Oct. a6.—While
/• • 1. •
Washington, Oct. 26.—According to
*hole time. He was roused from The resolution was passed unani• - nresident to recog- riding in an automobile John W. WilChief George P. Meisenheimer of a bulletin issued today by the censua nize...I".
tobaustion and sleepiness by show- mously by the general conference.
enship of the Jews liams, wife and daughter and Clay
Owensboro, Ky., police force is bureau there had been ginned up to of thc U-• •
the
The
measure
pasprovides
that
any
S;rtes."
eau-de-col
of
In
ogne sprayed upon
Miller, of Mt. Sterling, had a sat.
him. He was ;alma alsaved, but he tor in the connection who is accused here fitisidng his. brother-In-law, Oct 18 4.910,190 bales of cotton of
row escape from ins.tant death. The
the growth of _rgio6, counting round
of marrying divorced persons will be Colonel John G. Rineliffe.
sever ceased playing.
Flournoy today esschise became 1111101111111Mble and
Miss Anne Hale of Mayfield is bales as half bales. For the same leave f< • I. •
tried according to the disciplIn of the
lie in Fayette coon- ran down a steep bank on the OWchurch, and if found guilty will be visiting Mrs. Charles E. Jennings of period last year 4,990,565 bales were ty. er i.
James Faris of Salem, 114.,
\ visiting Mrs. Carrie ingsville "pike, throwing the owns
ginnedexpelled from the organization.
Arcadia.,
lag in Jae4rson. Tenn
j Plottrr•
pants out and badly bruising theft
'
•
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Atthe Churches1 ITALIIIN DInvFINEDmnnr RUNNING SORES

be
"‘ Splendid Vision" will
'mooched on tomorrow morning at
the First Baptist church by Rev. Calvie W. Thompson. Last Sunday this
divine during his sermon illustrated
a Paducah girl leaving this city for
Logsdon, and reaching the latter city
by her "faith and ticket." After the
sermon was over last Sabbath some
raked the point as to what would
have become of the young lady if she
had lost her ticket. Now as a sequel
tomorrow night
Ds. Thompson
speak on "Can The Ticket Be Lost?"

JUNE

street Methodist church will preach
tomorrow morning on "The Coming
cf Christ." while for the evening
CAPORAL GIVEN ASSESSworship he has not yet selected his PETE
MENT OF $ro AND COSTS
topic.
YESTERDAY.

LI

COVERED LIMBS

Little Girl's Obstinate Case of
Eczema — Instantaneous Relief
By Cuticuca— Little Boy's Hands
and Arms Also Were a Mass
of Torturing Sores — Grateful
Mother Says:

Watc
Diamonds

German Lutheran.
The annual mission services will be
held tomorrow at the German Luth- Matthew Scott, Colored, Held to
Grand Jury on Charge of Stealeran church on South Fourth street,
ing Watch and Gun.
the worship to be conducted by Rev.
both
C. Overmyer, of St. Louis,
morning and evening. A free will
Pete Caporel was tined $10 and
offering will be taken up during the
costs
by Judge Puryear in the pomissions.
the
of
benefit
for
services
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AN..) A CliNIMEKentucky Presbyterian.
9:30 lice court yesterday morning on the
school service at
Sunday
AL SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON TAN!).
Nev. Donald McDonald of Danville, o'olock. Rev. A. C. Ilton of this con- charge of raising a racket, while
Ky., will prach tomorrow morning gregation has returned from Missouri Hugh Luttrell was dismissed.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILT. PAY YOU TO CALL
held
and evening at the Sixth and KenScott,
•
Matthew
colored,
AND SEE OUR S rocK.
was
"In
reply
to
your
letter
I
write
you
meet
synodical
where he attended the
tucky avenue Presbyterian church. He
to the circuit court grand jury on the my experience, and you we privileged •
ing.
is the synodical superintendset for
I charge of stealing a watch and re- to use it as you see fit. Last year,
-having my little girl treated by a
the Presbyterian churches and comes
volver from Margaret Bell, negress. after
very prominent physician for an obstiTrimble Street Revival.
evening.
here this
Jim Harrison, colored, was held to nate Cade of eczema, I resorted to the
Interest is increasing in the revival
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
the grand jury in $.2i3o bond on the Cuticura Remedies, and was so well
Methodist
street
Trimble
at the
417 Broadway.
Broadway Methodist.
of knocking Chas. Williams, pleased with the almost instantaneous
charge
congregations are
ley T. J. Newell will preach to- church, where large
colored, in the head with a wagon relief afforded that we discarded the
Last night
morrow morning on "A Hundred attending each service.
spoke at the Vance & Hayes pool- physician's prescription and relied entirely on the Cutieura
-Looking room on
on
preached
C'utioura .1111.1.
Martin
Rev.
Years of Effort" at the Broadway
lower Court street. The Ointment, and CuticuraSoap.
Pills. When
Methodist church. He has not yet Unto Jesus", and it was a splendid two engaged in. a tight at the place
we commenced with the Cutieura Remcheeen his theme for the evening discourse. The only worship for to- Vance and Hayes were given a con- edies her feet and limber were covered
day is this evening at 7:30 o'clock. tinuance of the warrant charging with running sores. In about six weeks
woes's*
t''es
Martin them with permitting minors to en- we had her completely well, and there
Tomorrow morning Dr.
preaches on "God ls" at the regular ter their pool-room. The ease was has been no reeurrence of the trouble.
Evangelical Church..
"In July of this year a little boy in
Vie thirty-first anniversary of the aetvice hour, while his evening theme put over until today.
our family poisoned ins hands and amis
Lades' Mite society will be cele- will be "The Divinity of Christ'. He
J. E. Clark was fined $t and costs
with poison oak, and in taenty-four
brated in the morning at to:3o.o'clock has no special topic for the child- for being drunk at Fourth and Jeffer- hours his hands and arms were a mass
of torturing sores. We uard only the
at eke Evangelical church on South ren's gathering at 2:JO o'clock in the son streets.
Alfred Gaines was up on a disor- Cirticura erntxlies, washing his hands
Fifth street. The Lord's Supper will afternoon.
derly conduct charge, and given two and arms with the Cuticurs Soap, and
be observed at this hour. Tomorrow i
anointed them with the Cuticura OintWilliami
Rev.
hours in which to leave the city
night at 7:30 o'clock
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
ment, and then gave him the Cuticura
Boorquin will preach in the English
Junior
m.
Sunday school at elsa.
Resolvent. In about three weeks his
George
laagnage on "Peace." Mrs.
hands and arms heeled up; so we have
League at 3.00 p. ne and Senior LeaIota of came for feeling grateful for the
Katterjohn will sing "Face to Face." gue at 6.30 p. m. Preaching by the NEGROS DRIVEN OUT
CASEY, ILLINOIS Cuticura Remedies. NN e ,find that the
The offering of both services will be pastor Rev. J. B. Perryman, at 10.30
Cuticum Remedies are a valuable
for the seminary at St. Louis.
a. M. and 7:313 p. m.
An Aggregation
of Angry
Men household standby, living as lie do
twelve miles from a doctor, and Ahem
Forces Every Negro to Leave.
Junior Warden.
it eats from twenty to t wenty-tive
Presbyterian.
First
The Junior NVarden Missionary soCoMIS
on the mountain.
Rev.-W. E. Cave of the First
(-Asa:).
Oct. 2S The excite
RespeetfIlikyt MIL Llibitis Vincent
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the fact that a negro employed at the 11••••••• " Ural Mk* Deels."
Rev T J Owen will return today
St Charles Hotel insulted a white
frost Wingo. Ky., where he has been
11111I
dolma church work for the past week Weapons of Rebels Sunk Thirty girl employed at the same place an.I
Fathoms Deep.
- --a mob hastily gathered, determined
Tenth Street Christian.
on violence. The police and other
E. P BOURQUIN, TUNER.
Havana. Oct. 25.—The statement persons sworn in as deputies dr3ve
Smiley school worship will be held
at die regular hour tomorrow morn- made by Secretary of War Taft on the the would-be lynchers from the lobby
ing at the Tenth street Christian eve of his departure from Cuba that of the hotel, after which the negro
chtiteli, with communion services he would put all the arms surrendered was spirited out by a rear entrance,
following There will be no pesching. by the insurgents where they would ;.nd taken to a train leaving the city INSOLENCE OF WAITERS SURPRISED THE AGENTS, BUT
do no further harm was verified to- The mob then went to Arlington, but
IT WAS JUST IN FUN.
day when a company of the Cuban th, negro porters and the chef had
Mechanicsburg Christian.
New
York, Oct. 26,- Nearly _sao
throwing
afternoon
the
spent
Now. Varble will preach tomorrow artillery
absented themselves Casey is put
mostudrag and evening at the Medias- these weapons into the sea from the frig in a sewer and water works sye- prominent railroad meat t atm all parts
ic share Christian church. Sunday outer bastion of Morro castle. Thous- tem, and in the absence of alike lab- of the United States, Canada and
selleol occur. at 2:30 o'clock in the ands of rifles and carbines were sunk (r a number of negr-e-s \mere brought NI •'co were treated to a surprise at
\,.. laic City the other night, when
in thirty fathoms of water.
aftemoon.
here by the contractors.' A number they were guests of the united proSome unrest continues to prevail
•"
...?
were also employnd :n the oil field prietors of the larger hotels of that
in Puerto Principe and Santa Clara,
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All
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spirit
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residents
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American
protection
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to Ifflis city to take pastoral charge of of Holguin reque%ted
A eoeietion
iieneral Passenger
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and Ticket Age: :Elevof
she
battalion
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cepted the call and was preparing to
FOR STURGEON
There was ao. shment when the
this
come here, but now writes that he enth infantry reached Holguin
road agent. v .• . ushered inte the
afternoon.
has reconsidered the matter, and will
Slayer of Three Given Maximum
kitchen of t..c hotel instead of time
The mayor AI Aguacate, province
have to decline the .call. The memPunishment at His F rst
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about
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office,
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cal So the pastorate. There will be Tuesday and organized an armed esLouisville, Oct. 23 - -For thirti- struck
alleging
that
men,
for
twenty-five
wage; Therr• v.'s
cort
of
preaaking morning and evening tofive minutes the jut % that tried , a parley e
Moderates.
the
attack
by
an
impirtant loosing
an
feared
he
raesepow at this church
triple 'nine- person, snit this person rertore I peace
Gov. Magoon tonight ordered Gov. Clarence Sturgeon, th.
Nunez to compel the mayor to sur- derer for shooting down Ir.• 'Burner by prom..ing the waiters that they
TIM TROMP T PLUMBER.
Grace Episcopal
render the arms and to bring the delibeated last night in the criminal could has' anythieg they wantsi
court, then returned a verdict of they would not "throw him down" gag IDestaeler Anemia
El* communion will be held at weapons to Havana.
nes South I earth Street.
Sods Mew gee
741 o'clock tomorrow morning at
death. The evidence had occupied on this .e.-casion.
Comm Episcopal church. while Sun- "STRENGTHEN
the entire day, and Attorney William
With a sigh of mini the railrOad
YOUR
val*
school worship occurs at g:ao
. MEANS OF DEFENSE' Sweeny spoke for an hoar and a men settled down to esijo7 their beefo'ditele, and preaching at
10:45
half, protesting the right of his client steak, but wonder was expressed that
Rector
Wright Gist of Advice of National Liquor to take the lives of the men who, it except themselves sob,* was presDavid
AND
psamdies on "Christ As A Worker"
was-contended, were threatening him ent hut cluinsy-lookin., waiters. The
League President.
at Ilse morning hour. He has not
Commonwealth's Attorney J. M. Huf perplexity increased us ten an agent
6
yell decided on his theme for the evenNewark. N. J.. Oct. 26.—At yester- faker followed, speaking only forty- beckoned to a waiter 3ad slipped kalf St. Louis and Tennessee liver Packing service tomorrow night the last day's session of the National Liquor five minutes, and appealing for such a dollar into his hand,
DIRECT LINE TO
with the i's- et company—the cheapest and bes
evening service will be held, as begin- league's convention, President Hugh a verdict as would vindicate the mark: "Look out
for my friend and
tte following Sabbath Rector Dolan made his report. He urged claims of this lethargic community te me. will you?"
excursion oat of Paducah.
.
ht will resume his afternoon that the organization strengthen its being lawabiding.
Mr. Huffaker's
"Say, you go to
the
replied
wonship, the hour being 4t3o o'clock. means of defense. He said:
address was clear. pointed, logical waiter, tossing the coin hick.
"So ,netch has been ac,:ornplished
jlefore the indignant diner had a
ea. inendous:y %igorou.:•
Methodist Missions.
by the Anti-Saloon league that it
chance I reply another waiter en- S
00
Services will be held at the usual would seem unnecessary to call 'atNEGRO LYNCHED IN TEXAS tered the room earry`ing a larg, tra)
Also to Asheville, hiendecsenteMe.
boss in the Littleville Methodist tention to the greater danger that
of beefsteak and puffing vigorously
Brevard. Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
aim', and also the West Tennessee confronts us', but the fact remains
Violated Edmunds Act and Cowboys at a huge, black cigar.
street Methodist church.
and many other resorts in the "Land
that there are those engaged in the
"Well." remarked another railroad
Strung Him Up as Soon as
••••••••■••••
of
the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
business who apprecit:te the gravity
man, "there sure is be:!titiful discipPossible.
North Twelfth Baptist.
country
of Western North Garolins,
of the situation only when it is too
line in this hotel. What do you think
%today school services will be he
offering
a high altitude, bracing
late to prevent the passage of opRoswell. N. M., Oct. 26.—"Slab" of a waiter smoking?"
at Ike North Twelfth stieet Baptist pressive laws."
It is a trip of pleasure, corafoe, climate, picturesque mountain scenery
"Shut up, you darn fool," interposed
Pitts, a negro, who was run out af
mission at 3 o'clock tomorrow afterPresident Halle submitted a report town • two weeks ago, after servirig the waiter, overhearing the remark, and rest; good service, good tabl Ind splendid hotels.
upon the subject of the liquor traffic
good roams, etc. Boats leave emit
n'nety days fw violation of the Ed- "I'm the head waiter,"
Send tvao cent stamp for "Land of
throughout the country and legisHalf
a
dozen
instances
of
this
kind Wednesday and Saturday at 5 P.
munds act, was lynched by cowboys
Trimble Street Methodist.
Sky" booklet and other handlating it. He thought a bill should
at Toyah, Tex., yesterday. The ac- occurred, and the agents were about For other information apply to Jai somely illustrated literature.
Rev. 0. L. Martin of Dyersburg, be passed by congress
prohibiting the
Tenn, will preach tomorrow morning issuance of kovernm en t certificates in cessory, a white woman, followed the to rise in a body and depart, when Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
in gro to Toyah
and they were liv- the "head waiter" doffed his cap and Brawn, agent
and evening in the Trimble street instances where applicants had
F. LOGAN, Tray. lass. Adroit*
not
apron
and
revealed
himself
as
Mr.
ie.& together.
Methodist church. At 2:30 o'clock in complied with the state laws
Leiington, Ky.
The cowboys went in the night and Bell, president of the Hotel Men's
the afternoon he preaches to the pubC. H. HIJNGERFORD, Dist. Path.
'lie is general, but especially the little STEPS TO
placed
a rope around the neck of the association. All the other waiters folREDUCE THE
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suit,
and
it
appeared
that
the
Agent, Louisville, Ky,
FISH
PAT.
children.
STANDS
NUMBER OF SALOONS nog.. He was dragged to death and guests had been served by the hothen
hanged.
S B. ALL:EN, As4t. Genl. Pegs.
Cal., Oct. 25.—Steps are
tel proprietors themselves. ThereupFirst Christian.
rapidly being taken to reduce the
Agent. St. Los* Me.
on
the
He
Is
to
Retire
Charles
That
from
L.
Story
Stone
of
Louisville,
Sunday school and communion wornumber of saloons in Vallejo, which' Death Sentence, Then Acquittal.
general passenger agent of the LOuisPresidency of Illionis Central
ship will be conducted tomorrow
is across the channel from the Mare' Natchez, Miss, Oct. 26.—Peter ville & Nashville toad, and who had
Denied.
morning at the First Christian church.
Island navy yard, In accordance with Matheskin, a white man convicted on jtrst been elected president of the
the charge of murder last April and
the wishes of Secretary of the Navy
agents' association, arose and gave
Rhodes' Coolcings.
sentenced to hang March 7. and
New, York, Oct. 26—The World
The Ramsey society of the Broad- Boneparte. Forty one saloon-keep- whose case was reversed and remand- thanks tio the hosts, peace was re- says the statement was made yesterers
have
stored,
not
paid
and
the
their
licenses
for
beefsteak
was
disway Methodist church will have
ed by the supreme court, was acquitday by a high authority thkt the Chi• 413Trie of the cooking and baking the present quarter. and Mayor Ma 4 ted yesterday, the jury beim out teit patched without rebate.
cago story that an agreement has
igan
has
instructed the city treasurer minutes. Matheson shot and killed
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Contoday at the Rho4es-Burford estabbeen
reached between Stuyvesant
Falls aoo Feet and Lives.
lielnnent on North Fourth street. not to receive the fees. Th inference A. Z. Bidwell and B. Stephen Jones.
Fish and K. H. Harriman in the ference Protestant Fpiscopal church.
Pottsville. Pa., Oct. 26.—Joseph
This_brings to a close the series that is that the saloons are to be clotted white fishermen, on the morning of
Illinois Central controversy, by the Dates of sale October aand and 23rd.
Schroeder
fell •too feet into the a;r
•
have been in progress for two weeks'
•May Jet
*. .
terms of'which Mr. Fish is to retire - Igoe, limit Novetnier eth, ,1906.
shaft of an abandoned coal- worIcing.
Henri C. Perkins, Ifannen Jren•
1 and were unusually successful Toe
Nashville, Tenn.—Southern conferfrom the presidency in favor of
women of the Home of the Friend- nings and Ga diner Williams. three
Edwin L. Frizzell, formerly of Ley- A' companion William Kalbach, went George J. Grammar, now vice-presi- ence of Immigration and Quarantine.
wealthy Californians, who made most den, Mass., in 'charge of the brid ir • for help. but it was many hours be- dent, tif the New York Central lines Dates of sale, Nov. TO, in and train
less had charge yesterday.
of their money in South Africa. will building for the Boston & Maine rail- fore Schroeder could be brought to,- west of Buffalo, is untrue, and that
of the 12th, Igo& Return
r
build magnificent house; in Washing. road, has lived in a railroad car for the tillefaCr. Schroeder was found to there ha; been no change
Third Street Methodist.
whatever lmit Nc,i• iR. te,o6. I:word ttip :ate,
be little the p.or.;•• tt,r his tilmbly•
Rev Peter Fields. of the Thir I ton, D. C. thia winter.
twenty years.
in the attitude of the two interests. • $4•75. .
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LIQUOR MEN WILL BE BARRED WILL ADMITTED
:FROM KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
TO PROBATE

"CLANSMAN" ORDER UPHELD

=NM

New Orleans, Oct. 20,---A sweeping anti-liquor statute was passed
yesterday by fthe Supreme lodge,
Knights of Pythias. The new statute
is expected to bar from entry to the
order wholesale liquor dealers and
botelkeepers who run bars in connection with tneir hotels. With th.:
tsception of these two classes, ill
-other liquor dealers were excluded by
the old statute, which was superseded yesterday.
The new statute includes "professional gamblers saloonkeepers, bartenders or dealers in spirituous, vinous or malt liquors." The most important changes in the new reading
are the isubstitution of the word "dealsis' whet e tormerly "retail dealcrsstood, and the dropping of the classes
'bona fide hotelkeepers," which the
100 old law specifically mentioned as eligible. The new statute does not affect any who are already members of
the Knights of Pythias.

•

The Masons vs. Liquor Dealers.
One of the molt important questions ever brought before the Grand
Lodge of Kentucky Masons was
settled at the meeting of this body in
this city when on Oct. ill, by a vote
of 4114 to ta, liquor dealers, including
wholesale distillers and even druggists

t'ss-

••••=..-

who sell liquor as a bever.iL, oI '
barred from ever entering a Masonic
lodge in the future. There were a
great many speeches made some even
wanted to exclude those already members who are engaged in the business.
Others wanted to refuse clerks, dis
tillery hands, and even drivers, but
this was left to the individual lodges.
Thus another and severe blow has
business.
been struck the liquor
Whatever of respectability once connected with this business is fast fading away. It is tabooed in good society, in churches, in benevolent organizations, among the best people
of all classes. It would be really
pathetic to see how fast this mighty

1

;
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORK

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

Dr .Geo. Masgana

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?

4
Has Right To Prevent Overcrowding The General Eulogistic Address on
Departed Brethren Will Be Deand Order Care of Life
livered Bq E. W. Bagby, Sr.
and Urab.

Chicago, Oct 26—The attempt of
the Chicago City Railway Company
to wady a bill of injunction the city
ordinance of Chicago requiring street
railway companies to furnish sufficient
cars and to transport passengers without crowding is defeated by a de
cision of the Illinois supreme court
handed down yesterday morning. The
street railway company was victorious in the lower court, which held
that the ordinance was invalid because
Its requirements were unreasonable.
The supreme court reverses the circuit court of Cook county and says:
"A court of equity has no jurisdica
tion to interfere with the prosecution
for criminal offenses Courts of equity
deal only with civil and property
rights and their powers do not extend to determining what laws or ordinances are valid unless such determ
illation is incidental to the protection
of rights recognized by the courts
of equity alone. The ordinance in this
ease is within the powers conferred
upoot the city and has for its laudable
purpose the protection of the traveling public against discomfort, annoyance and danger. It is designed to
promote public comfort, safety and
health by preventing the overcrowding of cars and it should be sustained
if it is legally possible to do so. To
grant an injunction and prevent the
prosecution of offenses against the
• ordinace during the progress of a
s chancery, cause would be to render
municipal authorities helpless in the
discharge of public duties. The imposition of many penalties for many
violations does not amount to irreparable injury to the company. An
offender by multiplying his offenses
cast not invoke the aid 4pf a court of
equity."

$1••••••••••••

The will of GeorgeLceper, colored,,
NORTHERN PEOPLE
was filed for probate yesterday in
DON'T LIKE CLANSMAN
the county court. He leaves everything to his employer, Liveryman
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. as.—Mayor rADUCAM REAL, ESTA"
il'ESTERN iuswruor
ca PAWS Ibintrl
Clark of South Third street. His es- Weaver has issued an order suppressOPITHLY
PAYMENt
LOTS
FOR
IS
IN'VESTM
INT. 'MITA
tate consists of only one life insur- ing the further production of "The
Orirkgrrtir.'.V 2v
"
A.-1J" rftry.;rrr
He
...:cc
„ .:1 t he Mkt.
Clansman- in deference to the protes* C•A 1
1$0•0 •
.
not prelude sympathy and invite con- is the negro employe of Mr. Clark tations of representative negroes. The!
Irmo- It es. Wild ST1Ensksat
tempt and the fervent wish that it who dropped dead of heart trouble order recited that "The Clansman"'
ilass.dusuris.
may be wih accelerated motion. It two weeks ago in the stable door. was calculated to produce disorder
is now surely time every organization '1 he will was written November 24t13, and endanger lives.
claiming to be a church had taken a loos and signature of deceased witstand on this matter.—Baptist Argus, nessed by D. A. Cross and C. B Les
Dr. Conan Doyle, Richard Le GalLouisville.
cher.
Ilene, Sir Frederick Pollock, Mr. Le• 10
The grand lodge of Mason in sesland and the late Prof. Allen have
VETERINARY
SURGEON AND DENTIST.
sion at Louisville last week put
Guardian Qualified.
made Surrey, England. quite a herGraduate from Alfortville Veterinary school (Paris, France) also
themselves strictly to the front in the
Alfred Boyd has qualified before sty center by taking up their residence
Ontario Vetexinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter member of
matter of Masons dealing in the the county court as guard.an for there
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with the
liquor business. Hereafter no man Nary, Roy Julius and Ethel Boyd
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment
who is a dealer in liquor, as a bever- all children under legal age.
all diseases of
age. can be admitted lo membership.
domesticated animals.
WE USE
—Fulton Methodist.
Property Sold.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Property on West Court street ha,
Offices Thompson Transfer Co., Brith 'phones 357.
teen sold by the West End Improvement company to Jarette Stahl for
SSoo, and the deed lodged for re
:mu
mum
cord yesterday with the county clerk
THE
from
W
OLDEST
Mrs. Sue L. Scott bought
CONTINUOUS H ONEST
B. Walters for $1 207.50. property or
Nsrth Twelfth street in the Harr s
acciit ion

SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS HON. HAL S. CORBET WILL DELIVER THE ORATION AT
UPHOLDS RIGHT OF CITY
OLIVER TWIST AND FAGIN
EXERCISES.
TO SO LEGISLATE.
IN REAL LIFE
•

Philadelphia Court Refuses to Allow
Play to Proceed.

'

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 26.—Judge
Sulsberger in the common pleas court
today refused to grant an injunction
GEORGE LEEPER LEFT INSUR- restraining Mayor Weaver horn interfering with the production at the WalANCE POLICY TO EMnut Street theater of "The Clansman,"
PLOYER.
which the mayor suppressed as the
result of a protest by leading negroes,
Alfred Boyd Qualified as Guardina whi, claim the play is inflammatory
and an insult to their race. The play
For Four of the Boyd"Children—
was opened at the theater last MonTwo Deeds Recorded.
day night for a run of two weeks.

CITY .RECULATES ORATOR OF THE
• STREET CARS DAY FOR ELKS

•
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Remarkable Case of Youngster Being
Trained in Picking Pockets.

New York, Oct. 26.—When H)man Grossman. a fifteen-year-old
lad, was arraigned in the children's
Hon. Hal S. Corbett, the attorney court yesterday on a charge of pickwill be the orator of the day for the ing pockets he not only admitted the
annual memorial services to be con- charge but swore that a man had
drcted by the Elks' lodge the first taught him to steal and sent him out
Sunday of December, while the gen- at 5 o'clock every morn ng to look
eral eulogistic address commemora- for victims. The''boy said his parLite of the departed brethren will be ents were dead and that he lived at
delivered by Hon. E. W. Bagby, Sr. iso Ridge street, with Harry Stein
This was decided upon last evening red the latter's wife.
during the meeting at the Elks' home t "Does Stein know that you steal)
"
of the committee on arrangements, asked Justice Zeller.
wh:ch has Mr. Rodney Davis as chair. "He is the one who put me up
man. There are several other feat- to it and taught me," replied the lad.
ures connected with the ceremonies
The youngster then went on to,„tell
that have not yet been fully decided how Stein instructed him for weeks
upon by the committeemen, who will
the art of picking pockets before
have this done within the next week he sent him out. He said he had to
and everything completed as pertains p-actice for hours every day on Stein
to the exercises.
ard his wife. refieving them of walThe ceremonies will be held the lit pocketbooks. watches and jewSanday afternoos in question, com- dry until he became so adept that
mencing at 3 o'clock, at which time he could rob them without their
the lodge members will occupy seats knowing it. If he did the job in a
upon the stage of the Kentucky thea- clumsy fashion Stein would beat
tre where the exercises have been him.
conductd for several years past.
Stein who was in court, was placed
Since the exercise last December. under arrest. The detectives later
the lodge has lost three members: searched his house and found a quanColonel Mike Johnson, Judge David tity of stolen goods.
Sanders. and Captain Goerge 0. Hart ,
all prominent citizens during life.
FIND LONG LOST GOLD MINE

Muskegon Adventurers Rediscover
IMMUNITY FROM
TUBERCTJLOSIS .Legendary Treasure in Alaska.

Will Be Obtained by Vaccination in! Muskegon, Mich. Oct. 26—Alaska's
the Near Future is Prediction
legendary gold mine, Lost Rocket,
w th its old cabJ1, old r-eker and
of a Philadelphia Specialist.
grindstone, unknown to any human
Syracuse. N. Y., Oct. 26.—Dr R being since 1866, when it was lost
P Ravenel, assistant director of the to record by the accidental death
Henry Phipps Institute, for the ot an Indian trapper, has been redissttidy of tuberculosis at Philadelphia. ccvered by Crate Campbell and Geo
made some interesting statements F. Scott, Muskegon adventurers who
yet terday in an address on "Hered- left here for Alaskan fields two-score
ity, Portals of Entry of Infection and years ago. They had grown white
AN 1XCITING TRIP
Immunity in _Tuberculosis.' Dr. Rae- haired in their search for the treasure
FOR BRITISH VESSEL endl said it was reasonable to ex- and only through losing their bearpect that in the near future persous ings and after suffer ng at death's
Crew of Bark Don Gets Drunk on would be vaccinated to make them door from cold and starvation did
they stumble upon Lost Rocker. The
immune from tuberculosis.
Carp of Booze.
He said that nothing has done mine is located on Douglas
near Juneau. The find has been stakVictoria, B. C., Oct. 26.—The Brit- more harm in the effort to prevent
e
tuberculosis
e
than
the
belief
by
many f; out and claimed by the Muskegon
i ish hark Don, which arrived here tothat
it
is
in
the
family
and
there
is men and is expected to net them milday after a belated passage from Gies-,
The lions. Its gold when the mine war
gow, with a general cargo including no use to fight against it.
shipments of liquor and explosives, speaker stated that 90 per cent of f,rst discovered was the purest known
rifles and cement, had an exciting a'l persons upon whom postmortem and the name of Lost Rocker has
voyage. The vessel was in collision examinations have been made have been a coveted household word with
with a French ship in the Irish chan- scars on their lungs where tuber- gold hunters ever since. Relatives
had given the two men up for dead.
nel soon after starting and pot back cvlosis has been healed.
to Plymouth for repairs, then a call
was made at Montevtido to land UNITED Ill
LIFE AND DEATH CUBS AND SOX IN LAST GAMES
Capt. Jeffries, who was ill. From
there- the mate, Capt Roach, took Indiana
Squares and Gunthers to Be
Farmers, Long Friends Die Loren_
charge. Off Cape Horn, where heavy
Met Tomorrow and Sunday.
About
Same
Hour,
-weather was encountered and she
vessel was hove to under storm sails,
LA Porte, Ind., Oct. a6.=-"If you Chicago, Oct. 26.—The white sox
the rtrew broke into the shipment of
are taken away by death I want to and the cubs announce positively
fiquot and all hands became intoinestbefore the adjoin
you in the beyond" was the re- their last appearance
• 'tThey refused to work the ship,
Saturday and
miring
Chicago
fans
which lay helpless, threatening to mark frequently made by Sinryler Sunday. They will line up againstdrive ashore on Horn island. A Thomas, a Starke county farmer, to the Gunthers and Logan Squares
change of wind alone saved her. From his next door neighbor, Edward again. Saturday the world's champthat time on there was more or less Miller. The companionship between ions will play the Gunther. at Genliquor abstracted from the cargo and the two men made them inseparable. ./her park and the nibs swill try their
more intoxication and fighting, until Several days ago Miller was stricken lock again against Callahan. Sunday
finally the captain got, control by with typhoid fever. Within twenty'. they will exchange rand the sox will
threatening to use firearms and man- four -hours Thomas fl it', *Willa Wriiit _at- wealielk -park -a-tfd. the cubs at
aged to make port without any fur- the same disease. This morning death Gunther park.
entered the two homes, about an
ther serious trouble.
The cubs had intended playing a
hour elapsing between the deaths of game at the National league park,
When people sin it isn't betause the men, who will now be buried on but yesterday decided that a game
they are anxious for the wages there- the same day. Both men leave fain- with the Gunther. Sunday would be
ot
dies.
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PAWN BROKER:
•

DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY
ALL VALUABLES.

First
Because it irons smothly, not
rough
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky
Satisfy yourself
by
sending us 'Your laundry.

I •

LOANED

ON I

COHEN
zed SOUTH SECOND.
riert•t$TIVW•Crr

INSURE wrrii—

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency

Star Laundry

Office 306 Broadway

Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
•

'Phone aon

Paducah Transfer Company
(Prmee porattkl)

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINEWL

Strong Fresh

SUPIIRIOR FACILITIRS FOR HANDLING FIIIGHT,

itRY AND HOUMMOLD GOOD,

SPICES
Are a revaiatinn of richneell
and delicious to the housewife
‘
0 has a'seady
used'ordinare
spices. Our spices are pore.
and freak having the strength,

I

aroma and fine Savors which
nature alone can give. Use
them is your canning pickling
rand preserving.

OFFICE SBCONIII AND MON ROE.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
a.alMa.l•MIEMEN

Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,: Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-la;M

Campbell Blook..
Office Phone 360.

J

I. Oehlschlaeser
DRUGGIST

SIXTH AND BROADWAY

BOTH PHONES.

I

Residence Phone 726

We have on hand
For Sale: •
3 }fosse Power Motor.
I 5 Horse Power Motor.
55.4 Horse !lower Motor.
a 8 Horse Power Motor,
te floras Power Motor.
as, Liebe Dynamic .

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Sadist,
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagomars no.

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-133 Nos*

-

Pow*I.

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continoos passage &too
Unlimited ticket *sae mesh and
Lerth included

ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Pam'
of five or ()vet $1.5o each, without
Seon with meals.
Good mew on all the boats. Fo
or her particulars see
S. A. FOWI ER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN POIVLER. City Par
Agent Maas so,

— —
any Naue.

Lee Nance.

M. Nance, Embalueet

GUI/ NANCE& SON
UNDERTAKERS AND FIMBALDIERS
riw te Ambulance tor sick and injured ?ILA!
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street-.
hove- New
699
Open Day and Night

334. Old

The Register, delivered, 10c

per week.
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Hostelry Changes Hands.
Mr. Charles Snider contimses recovthat is not the greatest benefit which centenarian statesmen take unto themMr. J. W. Skelton of the "Skelton ering at hit home in the Si, John
may be expected from the decision. selves a bride proves that they realise
Thursday night Madison Square Its greatest value lies in the fact that her political availability as well as House" on North Sixth between Jef- neighborhood of the county, from the
, it places the regulation of the trac- her general recommendations. Men ferson and Monroe streets has soid injuries inflicted when last Suaday his
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called today.
time has come in the history" of Pa- ity than that in regard to what
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is called "the street car comrort orHorace Champion, the fourth at- by means of a copper wire, 174 feet Vt., is the only
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living widow of any
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moorings and to vot•2 for a change. the court says can not be enjoined.
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independent ticket for general council. ,The democrats say a vote for
•
that ticket means the election of the
republicans, and the republicanrsay a
vete for that. ticket means the eleeAiiii orthe democrats. In this way
ti.-expect .to.;appeal to the voters
partisan'ship. But we say that if
every voter in Paducah who desires
a new deal will vote for the independent ticket, it will be elected. The
cot porations will be satisfied with
either the democratic ticket or the
republican ticket, for they have already arranged to have men on both
tickets who will look after their interests in the general council. In the
election of the independent ticket the
people have a guarantee that the corporations .will not dominate the general council. The issue is a very
simple one—the corporations against
the people.
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WRITE UP FOR PADUCAH.
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UY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS ..011V
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got judgment for $as° against Charles its inhabitants.
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E. Gridley for alleged slander, in the
Mr. Crandall is a man of much excircuit court where the matter was perience in municipal affairs and for
tried. The defendant will ask for a over twenty years past he has been
new trial, and if this is denied, the cunnected with municipal journals
litigation will bc. carried to the ap- arid visited every coy of consequence
pellate bench.
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'There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st

WILEY WINED THAT
SPENCE HAI UED

Get Our Prices
Both phones 70

Barry dud
Henneberger

COAL

COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE

Life
Without Competition Death to Commercial

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

Ha!

The Long Looked For Has

Hai

Just Arrived

To My Friends, ry Enemies and the Public at Large:

BACON'S

The home of Willow Spring

PADUCAH CENTRAL
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Now is the time for you to fill yotu coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Best Kentucky ana illinoiv Coal

and
Also dealer in LIME ancrCEMENT- A;rent hr WhitehaP
Agatite Cement. "KINGOF CEMENT'
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H. AI_ Cunningham,
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WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED WOULD SEGREGATE NEGRO
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION

J. K. HENDRICK,

3.0. MILLED

Hendrick, Mille,
dIty Marble

• .....PORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW DR. WASHINGTON GLADDEN
SEES ONE SOLUTION OF
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PAL ICAH AND THE
PROBLEM.
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
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y for fire hydrants expires dur- p:oposed contest
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•Ibent upon the general council water company sir iier the original nual convention of the American
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After several conferences between the terms of the original franchuie. portion of the southern domain
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Dr. Rivers & Rivers, gall
upon their ballots.
er to make a new contract or to dis- the direction of reducing the negroes
North Fifth, Both Phone. _135
In order that the voters may have c..ntinue the service, the latter of to a permanent condition of serf- R -awl.see god, t lay.
4 no
Phone tem.
an opportunity to become fully ad- ceuree, being quite impossible
dom—the condition of the mere plan_
vised regarding the terms of the proThirefore. thi, committee has no tation hood alongside the male—
posed contract, a copy of the same is hesitation in recommending to the practically without any rights
of citiBerew•th submitted, wbich reads as general council and to the voters of zenship, or a moveme
nt in the difellows:
the City of Paducah. that the propos- rection of recognizing him as a citi"Section I. That the City of Pat'.13- ed contract be ratified.
—DENTIST—
zen in the full write of the term."
tab. Ky, :Trent to rent and does
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
"Such a movement as that describOFFICE PHONE saios
Towbars lawildies
hereby rent from th: Paducah Water
RESIDENCE PHONE pi
COMM ITTEE.
ed in the first alternative is now in
Company its soccessors and assigns, t6-t
full progress. In the South the eon
mann
L yds
/fair hundred and eleven (au) double
rations are rapidly becoming more
sozzle fire hydrants now establish- JAPS PROTE
ST TO UNCLE SAM unfovorable to the negro. The maned in said city for a period of
i:estoes of Governor
Vardaman
eighteen (i8) years Own the passage Against Exclusion of Childre
n of Mi- which sometime will be indorsed by OLIVER. OLIVER & WORZOOR
and final approval of this ordinance,
kado's Subjects from California.
the people of the 'tate. and the reafter an election by the people sa
cent campaign in Georgia, in which
hereinafter provided.
The annual
Washington D. C., Oct a6 —Vi,- toe candidate who most unequivrental for each ot svd fire hydrants, count Aoki, the Japanese ambassador, ocally
favored the repression of the varFICES: Benton, Ky., real beef
which the City of Paducah he:-eby at a conference with Secretary Root negro was
overwhelmingly elected,
Marshall County; Padacala.
agrees to pay for the first ten (to) at the state department, made the re- show
the drift of opinion in that secRoom via Praterasty Boildfag.
years of said term, shall be twenty quest in behalf of his government tion,
02000) dollars and the annual rental that the United States see that JapOld 'Pb.., oh
"To keep 4.otio,roo in slavery who slew 'Phone ti.
dor the remaining eight (8) years anese subjects in California were ac- were
born and reared in that conditall he fifteen ($re.00) dollars, (un- corded their full rights under the tion was
one thing; to reduce 9.000..
less the said city shall sooner pur- treaty of tae. including the right of coo
to serfdom after they have been
chase
water company's plant, with children to freely attend the public t;fty years
free is quite another thing.
ax (6) per cent interest upon defer- schools of San Francisco
Secrei Fenato
Attorney at Luc
Tillman
r
's prediction that
red payments. The payments of said !tory Root will take the matter up r3ce
struggl
es
of
a very b tter nature Room No.
rentals shall be made as provided in with the president, and it is likely
3,
Paducah
that representations will be made to are likely to be frequent and con- Columbia Bldg.
the original ordinance contract.
Keatock,
tinuous
in
the future is not without
"Section 2. All additional hydrants' the authorities of California.
-Rims !mum. IN DESIGN AND
The ambassador said that the ex- p-obability."
BEAUTY TO
on extensions of mains that may be
THE FINEST APT GLASS MADE.
efected hereafter by the Paducah clusion of Japanese children from
IT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANY
Water Company. its successors or San Francisco schools was the chief ONLY ONE CAPTAIN
WINDOW 02
IS UNDISTURBED
aasigns, as provided in the original cause of the harsh criticism of the
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
VIEW AND
mdinance contract during the said United States. He was inclined to
discount the other causes given for Most Sensational Share-Up
ADMIT
S
THZ
L
New'
OHT
ei.teen years, shall be charged and
IN
THE
MOST
TELEPHONE NO. 444
PLEASING
ttie sentiment against this country.
York Police Have Ever
paid for as provided in section one
AND AOREZABI Z HUES
Experienced.
hereof; but at the exeiration of ten COLO
RADO BACK IN OLD BED
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING
(so) years from the t:me thai ordinROOMS. BATH
New York. Oct. 26.—The biggest
ance shall have been finally approved, Work
ROOMS AND FR ONT DOORS. IT IS ONE
of Stopping Uo Break in Bank police shake-up in the history of New
OP 1113
as set out above, all the then fire
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF
Cost a Million.
York was announced today, eightyTHE DAY
hydrants shall be charged and paid
OFFICE I= NORTH FIFTH
four of the eighty-five police captains
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIOK
for at the uniform rate, as above proS.
Imperial. Cal, Oct. 26.—Today Wa- in the city have been transfe
rred to
TELEPHONES:
vided and the contract therefor shall ters turned back into the old channel new
precincts. The only
captain
aspire at the end of the eighteen leading to the Gulf of California, the not
disturbed is Schottman, who Residence ag6
Office 1St
years fixed in section t.
, first water of the Colorado river that tas made good
in the
TenSection 3. Before this ordinance has flowed there for two years. Six derloin and
has closed up every resort
shall become effective it shall be years ago that portion of the Colo- in that
district the policc can reach.
submitted to a vote of the qualified rado desert known as Imperial val- "The men must
make good or get out
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky., ley was colonized and water was of ,the district
." was Commissioner
at the general electi.in to be held in brought from the Colorado river for Bingham's explana
tion
said city on the 6th day of Novem- irrigation. Two years ago the ColoHe did not believe the story of poher, 1906, the said vote to be taken rado river broke through its bank and lice corruption when
he first entered
,.•
in the manner and as provided by law flowed into the Salton sink, compell- the district. Now he does,
hence the
Mr the submission of public ques- ing the Southern Pacific to remove shake-up. Tt means
that the coming
its tracks several times. The com- election
Moris to the voters of said city.
will be a clean one.
Section 4. Thir ordinance shall take pany then undertook to turn the wa130 S. THIRD 8
*fleet and be in force from its pas- ter in its old channel and have at lOst, WILL
MEW:
INSPECT
PAM:MAIL.in?
after many diecouragements, succeedsage, approval and ratification by
-1
KENT
UCKY
ed,
at
a
cost
SITES
of
a
million
dollars.
qualified voters of the City of Paducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
Major Brackett Designated to
Come
of its terms and conditions by the DARING ATTEMPT
to This State by SuperAT JAIL DELIVERY
Paducah Water Company filed with
vising Architect.
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Boadia
Ky., within ten (to) days after the Effort to Liberate Fifteen Prisoners
Washington, D. C., Oct 26—Maj
d
5.23 1-2 Broadway, Paduca
From Harlem Jail Frustrated.
eifficial certificate of its approval at
h, IC31.
Fred Brackett has been designa
Lecon
tly
Enlar
ged
ted by
New 'Phone pa
the popular election."
the
WITI•
New York, Oct. 26.—A daring at- rior supervising architect, his supeofficer, to inspect public building
At the present time the water corn- tempt to
SPECIALTIES:
liberate fifteen prisoners sites
offered in Owensboro, Bowling New Gasottoor of this World
Pliny Mid installed for the use of the fatm the Harlem jail was
Abstracting of Titles,
frustrat
ed
with
more
than
Green and other Kentucky
15.000 utak belied on tbe
owl art fire plugs, which under the yesterd
cities. latest senses returns.
Insurenee, Corporation and
ay, but not til one keeper had First,
however, Brackett is tinder or- New
*id contract are rated and cost bi_en so
DEN TIST.
Ilse! Estate law.
Biographical Dictionary
severely beaten that he may dees to
inspect certain sites in Penn- eontaluingt he names of over
each year as follows:
cl;e, and another sustained a broken
MOO noted
osnons,data of birth,death,ete.
sylvania, so he will probably not
be
13o fire plugs at $4o.00 ....$6000.000 arm and serious bruises. Henry Cur- ready to leave
by W.T.HAMM,Ph.D.LLD.,
for
Kentucky cities
tin, a prisoner who had gained the where
Mike aver Globe Basic and Trust
30 fire plugs at boors
M1011:00mmumescrOf liducatioa.
federal buildings are proposed,
900.00
confidence of the prison officials, and and examin
2350
221 fire.plugs at $25.00
Quart
o Pages
e every cite available. see Mrs
5.775-00 who had
Co., 3ot Broad/wag.
lielliiihrudbas
'been permitted unusual lils- Upon his return he
will
report
recomNe
uities
eded
about
in
the
Ever
y
prison,
Hom
is
e
Total ....
charged mendations to the departm
.......$ta 673.00
ent, and
with being the leader of the out:--thirty days
Also Webeter's Cailastale DIstiesery
thereaf
ter
final
Rosen aop Pristereity Beildng.
UM
action
will
Nees
Under the proposed contract this break and wilik inflicting the
Nib Illmaailisa
J. a Flournoy
injury be taken upon the sites.
Caul gh
Ibledsolidition iz$z.,—as. swamis
same service would cost the city but on the pritoAkuards.
Offsee 'phone Old 332 R.
De Leos Ultima Noiletesta fw_ormise tesu
Realis
m*
use
piabia, as WADrpm Imom(laillos•
— $11,230.0o—for each of the first ten
STATE SUES FOR
razz.-akammissaaba.•lbsiseileirraphisis
years of the contract, a saving upon REDUCES FARE IN
'phone old 464.
hassocio
.
I AWYZEIS.
INDIANA
the number of hydjatfts now install
G.0 C. MERRIAM CO..
Montana Seeks to Recover
of—$.4,5.00--per annum and for Chicago, Hamilton and Dayton Makes
Interest Pis biteisere. Iprtasfgeld. Kase.
Rooms is, It and la. Catoaslau
From Treasurcrs,
si• ten year period a Rasing of $44,Two and One-Half Cent Rate.
PADU'CAH,
sso-0o.
Helena, Mont., Oct. 26.—Attorney
Indianapolis. Ind., Oct. 26.—The General
MOVE SUBMARINE INTO
For each of the last eight years
Albert Galen today began
which the franchise has to run, the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Rail suit in the
district court against the
if011it for 411 hydrants would be-16. read Giompany tofay announced that , present
state treasurer. J. H. Rice, Latin atm Fifteen Meters Below
beginni
ng
Nov
i
a straight fare of I and his
resuo—a saiMg to the city of —$6.Bay anything and mil
Water's Surface.
bondsmen and the two predoviorrbiag.
plo.ao—per annum or of—$ao8o - 2 1-2 cents would be charged in In- I ecessors, A.
sill-eas
Court Strsat: Old none
H. Barrett and T. E
no—for the entire eight years of the diana.
Bizerte
,
Tunis,
Oct. 36.—The float('ollins, and bondsmen to
EYE. EAR, NOSE A ND
recover ing dock and
franghilie, making a tidal saving to
tugs have now brought
$243.000 alleged to have
been
receivTHROAT
Quickly made friendships are quick- ed
ts.e city between Ole exiting eonthe submarine boat Taitin, which ie
by those oficials as
interest on still 'fifteen meters
)v aided
fru* and Residence. Deena
below the surface,
public money deposited ia
V.....aiON Its C.ONlaliG.
• g *WI
banks.
to the entrance of the inner port.
Columbia Building.
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Mao toow-111411.
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GENERAL INSURANCE
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A Splendid investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN Mining Company, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares—Par Value $1.00, Fully Paid and NonAssessable--Offered at 10 cents per Saare
st
•

Property and Location
gold- and silver-bearing Land; not only is the ore there, but it is there in quantities, an apparently ineshaustibie supply of pay ore. The Company
The most notable facts of the company are:that it ovrns proven
and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN DISTRICT. Both these Districts are the richest in the WORLD
ory Groep of five claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT,
owns the
large bodies of high-grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.
striking
to
point
indications
The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain claims and

Mining Has Built Many Great Fortunes
Probably you do not realize how many people there are who are enjoying a regular income as a result from investing in Mining Stocks. There
Nothing so surely offers large returns as a good Mining Stock.
their stock when the opportunity was first offered to secure shares at a low price before the company had begun to pay cfividends. Stocks of many
are thousands of them, and they are largely those who bought
share to prices ranging from ltoo to $1500 a share in value, and besides have paid back t o the investors in divides& many hondred times what they first invested
mining companies have advanced from a few cents a
cent. in dividends on the first price of the stock. To grasp this opportunity and purchase stock in the PTTTSEURG-MANHATTAN MINING COMlitany of the companies are paying from zoo per cent. to loco. per
houses, good living, travel, education and social privileges for your children. If you do not grasp this opportunity and secure a good share of wealth
PANY at T0 CENTS a share means success to you; and that means
hands of men whose ability and integrity cannot be questioned, and these me n pledge themselves to see that each and every investor in the enterprise
you are lively to be classed as a failure. T e proposition is in the
universal opinion that it has a wonderful future.
receives an equal division of the profits. Experts have examined the property, and it is the

Organization
of Nevada, CAPITAL STOCK OF Sr.000,000, DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE OF St.00 EACH; aoo,000 SHARES ARE IN THE
The Company is organized under the laws of the state
TREASURY, which will be sold as required for development frotn time to time.

10 Cent Per Share, Cash or Installments
become a shareholder in this splendid Company. The price of shares is only sac, and you can buy as few as one hundred
We want to impress upon you the fact that you don't have to be rich in order to
to own we will accept a small payment down with the order, the remainder tit be paid in five monthly installments. guppose
desire
you
awes
(coo), $10.00 worth. If you ate not in a position to pay cash for all the
your order for zoo shares, and thereafter $L5o per month for five months and the stock will be paid for. kes very easy—anyone can afford to do this.
wezit to invest $10-00 in this company: simply sand us is.so with
which would make them independent for life. Send in your order today. Tit, following table will show you just how many
ALwaaat everyone has enough money in a year to buy them an iaterest in this Company
shares year money will buy, -the amoune you send if you want to pay all cash, and the plan for monthly payments:

MACKAY, MUNROE & CO

What Your Money Will Buy

BANKKlitg AND IINOKICRS
•- -

sae abgleir —
SOO

$

s

10.0o cash or $ 1.50 cash and $ 1.50 per month for 5 months
ao.00 cash or

..

shores

3eis stares

•

3o.00 cash or

.

5.00 cash and
s.00 cash and

months
3.00 per month for
s.00 per month for 5 months

ow statues
osa shares..

40.00 cases or

s.00 cash and

50.00 cash or

5.00 cash and

7,00 per month for 5 months
tee Per month for 5 months

shares

6o.00 cash or
13.3.00 cask or

zo.00 cash and

to.00 per month for 5 months

so.00 cash and

ta.00 per month for 5 months
16.00 per month for 5 months

•.1

goo shares
•Aioo shares

•

••

uses shares
snoise shares

Or

20.00

cash and

too.00 cash or

40.00 cash and

soo.00 cash or

too.00 cash and

32.000 per month for 5 months
So.os per month for 5 months

acnoci cash and

16o.00 per month for 5 months

1,000.00 cash or

mow shares

dorm

ioo.00 cash

GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Gentlemei.
s

I hereby subscribe fee

share, (at toe

per share) of the Carted Slack of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN
MINING COMPANY of 'Thermal'(pas value ST cio per share) for which
find enclosed S.
•
Please issue stock in Inas of:
Name fin fa).
Street and No.
City or Tovru

.•

State .1
Yours truly,

not a spec-uiation. The resources of
In offering this stock we present it as a solid and safe investment,
RECOMMEND THY PURproperties and the amount of rich ore seems so inexhanstible that WE

Signature .

4t•

4
,

Put Name of Your Pars Along This Liao

ONAGE OF THIS STOCK TO EVERY INVESTOR

•=o•••••

•1/..m/m/M.

Officers and Directors
T. THORCER (Tonopah), Vice-President.

ROBERT M. WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsburg), President.
E. G. MINARD (Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah), Secretary.

E. B. CUSHMAN (Cashier State Hanle and Trust Co.. Tonopah.), Trees urer.

W. B. MARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad Co., Tono-pah,), Director.

100,000 Shares of the Above Stock are now Offered for Public Subscription at Ten Cents per Share
•

OF SHARES YOU DESIRE
MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE—CHECK, DRAFT, P. 0 or EXPRESS MONEY ORDER---TODAY FOR THE NUMBER
CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER
...•••••••••

**11111.••1

Co.BANKERS Goldfield !ley
Mackav,Illunroe &
Address All Communications To
4

•

BR.OKEIRS

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES

WANTED

EVERYWHERE.

-

•
•14140.

•

-- ---•
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f

"

-1•4-

vet

•

•

•••••••••••

LANGSTAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
Incorporated.

Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L

Yellow U Gum M Ash
Pine
Poplar
Beech

B

Maple
Walnut

E R
Oak
Elm

GUM, BEECH 4Kb OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND
POLISHED.
Nish Phones 26
We Are Making' Very Low Prices on House Bills.

ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICES
OF THE RED MEN'S LODGE

Sash
'Blinds,
Interior
Fmisik

TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
438 Soutk Socoad

The Willie Boys.
Willie to the circus went,
He thought it was immense;
His little heart went pitter-pat,
For the excitement was in tents.
—Harvard Lampoon.

+++++

++++++

A
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POPULAR WANTS.
•••••••••+•••
•

WANTED—Position
by
young
Willie put his stocking on
ENTERTAINING PROGRAM OU TI INED FOR
man to do ofice .work or as salesman
I THE iKEREMONWrong-side-out And thought it fun:
IES CONDUCTED TOMORROW AFTERNO
Address X care this office.
ON AT
O'CLOCK Mother didn't liff,
AT THE BROADWAY METHODIST CHURCH,
his whim,
WITH MR. L. So she
turned the hose on him
L.
BEHour
FOR RENT—One apartment in
PRESIDING—FIVE BRETHREN HAVE
ttDIED
':Satis Siiiic" apartments. ice North'
—Philadelphia Record.
SINCE THE LAST SERVICE OF THIS NATURE.
9th St Steam Heatei W. E. Coons.
ENDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZOR. THE NEWEST THING IN
Willie saw some dynamite;
r Didn't understand it quite;
FOR RENT—One room
SkFETIES TR YONE 3o DAYS---410NEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
over
Arrangements have been completed
Closing ceremonies from the ritual. Poked it with his little stick;
Walkers
drug stivre—Also business
b.: the annual memorial services to
Benediction—By Rev. Calvin M Rained Qtle Willie for a "week.
house vim on- Third street between
bi: held tomorrow afternoon at 3 Thompson.
Broadway and Kentucky. Apply to
—Anonymo
us
o clock at the Broadway Methodist
The exercises are commemorative
D. A YEISER.
church by the Red Men's lodge of
, if the following brethren who have I.ittle Willie, in the best of sasIte•.
this city. The ceremonies are unus,d ed during,the past two years: Jacob Fell in the fire and was burned t,i
Ask your Grocer for "Mama le'
Lolly interesting and the entire pub
ashes
Folz. Elihu Harris, James F. Crow,
Flour. Best that's made
:;c :e cordially welcomed to attend
Wiliam A. Winston and Wade F. By and by the room grew chilly,
them.
But no ()Whited to poke up Willie
-' short.
-- --- -Lost—Open faced, fill 74 ea-e watch,
The
lodge
members
meet
at
2
—Harry Graham.
+
+
++ +
•:-• + + + + + •:. •:. •:. •:- +
size 3, with letter "L" engraved on
On the back leaf of the program
o'clock
their
at
assembly
hall
on
•
+
small shield on outside ease. Frank
..rd, the lodge officers are shown Willie ate
a tablet
_
• PERSONAL MENTION. + North Fourth street, and forming a 'aol follows: Eugene
L Ryon. Greenville. Miss., in enGraves,
prophet;
bedy,
The
march
to
the
family
church
where the
doctor gave.
+
+
graved inside. Finder return to Padu,
Clarence
B.
Householde
saohem;
r,
Now
he's got a big one
front seats are reserved for the breth"
) 14-4. 04, fall.
11
"
cah Marine Railway and eceive reRobert B. Richardson, Jr. senior
On his little grave.
• Chattanooga, 6.6, o.8, fall.
Mrs. Ridela Greenwood of Me- :ea. The exercises will be presided sagamore; Henry
ward.
Lehnhard,
L.
junCincinnati, 17.3 to, fall.
—Anonymous,
chanicsburg has returned from visit- over by Mr. Lewis L. Bebout. the ior sagamore; Chorles
F.
Wilstach
past
great
Evansville, 8.8, 09, rise.
sachem fur Kentuckt Red
ing in Si Louis.
WANTED—To bay Second head
chief of records; A. J. Smith, keep- Willie, on ,the railroad
Florence 5.7, stand.
track,
Dr. Adrian Hoyer has returned from Men. This is the second service of' er of wampum;
shoes, large sizes T B. Jones, WI
William
to
Failed
E.
Buck,
col
hear
the
Johnsonville, 7.9, stand.
engine squeal
a trip on professional business to this character held since the secret lector of
Kentucky Ave.
wampum; J Henry Weimer Now thy engine's coming back,
o-der instituted a subordinate body
Louisville. 7.3 stand.
Southeast Missouri
tfr
iti
a
i
rt
r
e
y
es.
Scraping
George
and
Al
Willie
M.
Foreman
off
the wheel.
Mt. Carmel, 1.4. stand.
Mr Charles J. Bronston and wife of here, the other be:ng in the spring of
WANTED FOR U. & ARMY—
—Anonymous
Nashville, 9.4. 0.2, stand.
Lexington, arrived here yesterday last year.
Able-bod.e
d unmarried men be)ecru
The memorial service committee
The program for tomorrow is as
Pittsburg 4.7. 1.6, fall
morning and are at The Palmer.
Little Willie on the bayou
ages
of
at
and 3s, citizens of United
consists
of
Henry
J.
follows.
Weimer, L. L.
Davis Island Dam. missing.
Mr. Walker H. Bowman and wife
Found a crust of slipp'ry
States, of good character as tempeLebout, Clarence II. Householder
ice.
of Owensboro, arrived here last even'St. Louis, 6.i ,o.t, fall.
Straight into a hole he skated—
rate habits, who can speak, reed and
Hurry C. Rhodes and Robert Richard.
Order of Service.
ing.
Mt. Vernon 7.4. 0.1, rise.
And
now
Willie
For information apdon't
have to go write English
Prelude—Organ—By Mrs. Samuel on Jr. Assistance will be given durPaducah, 8.8. os, fall
Mrs. A. G. Gilbert and Miss M.
te Sunday school any morel ply to Recruiting Officer. New Richtog
the ceremonies by Mrs. E. H.
White of McKenzie, Tenn., arrived H. Winstead.
Burnside LI, o.t, fall.
•ond House, Paducah, IK
Winstead, Miss Nelia Hatfield, Miss
Opening ceremonies frees rites".
-1 in the city yesterday.
Carthage, 3.3, 0.4. fall.
The proposal to extend
emplosi•rrona Knauss, of Evansville, Ind.. ment
-- Mr. John G
Rehkopf. the buggy' Invocation—By Rev.
k
Ii the British civil service to
Just received, Worifs Farr Prine
Hymn—"Nearer My God To Thee. Rev. T. J. Newell, Mrs. Samuel HA- ex-soldletsikod
!Isis afternoon at 5 o'clock the man, has gone to Memphis, Tenn., on
sailors is bitterly op- mixture, lawn grass
Lard. Mrs. William Clark, Mr. Robert posed by labor
seed. nut cod
•
--By Mr. Robert Scott
steamer Kentucky gets out for the business.
leaders The fear is C L BRUNSON
Mrs
& CO sap Wway.
George
Wiley of Waco, Texas,
Tennessee river. She comes back
Quartette—"Like As A
Father Scott. Mr Edward Scott, Mr. John that such men will be disposed
to acyesterday went to Hopkinsville to Pitieth His Children" by choir
U. Robinson Mr. Slavic Mall atol l cept small pay in
again next Thursday night.
addition to any pasInstead of trying to beat his record.
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